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Chapter 1143 Perfect

“Hurry,” Arielle urged.

The netizens would have seen her tweet by then. She might not have a lot of fans
in Jadeborough, but that tweet would still attract a crowd.

It would be better to get a few bodyguards to maintain order and prevent chaos
from erupting.

Naturally, Rayson would not object to her order. With that, he nodded and pulled
his phone out to make the arrangements. Before he could call anyone, Sasha and
Blake appeared out of nowhere.

“Ms. Moore.” Sasha gave her a slight nod as a greeting. “You look like you need
our help.”

Arielle slapped her forehead. “Oh, I forgot about you two! With your help, I won’t
need the bodyguards. If there are many customers and the scene gets chaotic
later, please help me keep the situation under control.”

“Sure!” Blake and Sasha agreed readily.

The manager was rendered speechless.

What is going on? Is this a press conference held by a celebrity or a restaurant’s
opening?

He could not help but doubt himself despite admiring Arielle greatly.

At the same time, two young ladies stepped into the restaurant.

One of them chose two dishes in an uninterested manner before propping her
chin on the palm of her hand. “Say, how many new restaurants have you been
to?” she complained to her friend. “None of them are delicious! I can’t believe
you still refuse to give up after so many failed attempts. I think we should get
some fast food, for it will never disappoint us. Recently, the new restaurants suck.
I wonder who gave them the courage to start their businesses.”

Her friend sitting across from her smiled. “We need to try the food out to know if
they are yummy. It’s boring to eat at the same restaurants every day.”



“All right, then. You’ll give up after trying the food.” The first lady who spoke
waved her hands and returned the menu to the waiter. “We’ll have these two
dishes for now. There’s only two of us, so we can’t order too much.”

“Got it. We’ll serve your food shortly.” The waiter bowed and left.

The two dishes that the young lady ordered were modified by Arielle—chicken
stew and sauteed mushrooms.

Soon, the food was served.

“Please enjoy your meal.”

After the waiter left, the young lady who was initially disinterested sat up at the
sight of the dishes.

The appearance of the dishes made her ravenous.

“They look delicious, but I wonder if they taste delicious too,” she remarked as
she picked up a small piece of chicken.

The instant she took a bite of it, her eyes lit up. She was still munching as she
reached out to get another piece of chicken.

“Is it yummy?” her friend asked curiously.

The young woman stuffed the chicken into her mouth before saying incoherently,
“T-This is the best chicken I’ve ever tasted in my life!”

Her friend immediately picked up her fork and got a piece of mushroom.

Sauteed mushrooms were a common dish in the north.

Yet, she had never tasted one as appetizing as that.

They dug into their meal, too engrossed in the delicacy to chat with each other.

The initially dispassionate young lady even ordered four more dishes.

To their surprise, all six dishes were perfect. There was nothing to complain
about!
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Chapter 1144 Opening Of The New Branch

Meanwhile, a couple was strolling along the street and discussing what to have
for lunch.

“How about Jetroinian food?” the man suggested. “Since it’s so hot, I don’t feel
like eating local cuisine. Why don’t we have Jetroinian dishes instead?”

His girlfriend shook her head. “I don’t enjoy foreign cuisine. But the hot weather
has indeed killed my appetite; I don’t feel like having anything.”

“That won’t do!” Furrowing his brows, the man added, “We still need to have
lunch, especially since you barely had anything for breakfast. Why don’t we find a
restaurant? At the very least, you should grab a bite to eat. Or else, you might
end up with stomach problems.”

“In that case, what should we have?”

With that, the couple was back to square one.

At that moment, the woman spotted a newly opened restaurant nearby.

There were congratulatory flower stands at the entrance, while a stove could be
seen near the window. Even though she was a few meters away, she could hear
the pot of water bubbling away.

“That looks to be a newly opened restaurant.” She proposed, “Shall we give it a
try?”

Knitting his brows, the man remarked, “Maureen’s Kitchen… Its decorations
don’t look impressive at all. Besides, who puts a pot in front of their restaurant
on their opening day? Perhaps they’re forced to resort to such tactics because
they couldn’t attract any customers on the first day with their terrible-tasting
food.”

After a brief hesitation, the woman replied, “It could be. Nevertheless, let’s
check it out.”

Just as she spoke, she ran toward the restaurant with the man in tow.

The moment she approached, she saw a young woman giving instructions to the
person beside her. Even as a woman herself, she had to admit that the latter’s
beauty was ethereal.

“The water is almost ready. It’s time to put the ravioli in. Also, is the sauce done
yet?”

Judging from the tone of her voice, the beautiful woman’s clearly the owner of
the restaurant.



The woman whispered to her boyfriend, “Why is the restaurant owner so young? I
have a feeling that you’re right. Their dishes probably aren’t very good.”

The man nodded. “A true chef needs many years of experience. Look at her. She
looks too young to be one. Seeing her appearance, I doubt she has even
graduated from university. There’s no way she can cook properly. Come along
now; let’s check out the other restaurants.”

The duo was about to leave when Arielle looked up and coincidentally met their
gazes.

“Hello,” she greeted with a smile, “this ravioli is a free sample of ours. Would you
like to try them?”

The woman was on a budget, as both of them were saving up to buy their
matrimonial home.

Therefore, she stopped in her tracks when she heard the word “free.” In the end,
she walked forward, pulling her boyfriend along with her.

“Is this your grand opening day?”

Still smiling, Arielle nodded. “That’s right. Not only are we giving out a twenty
percent discount storewide, but we’re also offering ravioli at the door as free
samples. Care to have two portions?”

Looking at her boyfriend, the woman asked, “Since it’s a free sample, do you
want to try them? Come to think of it, I haven’t had ravioli in a long time.”

As they were a loving couple, the man did not object to her request. He nodded
at Arielle and asked, “How long will it take?”

“Three minutes.”

“All right then. One portion will do.”

Thinking that all ravioli tasted the same, he was not interested in eating them.

“One portion of ravioli coming right up.” Just as Arielle read the order, Glenn’s
apprentice began preparing them.

As for Arielle, she busied herself by seasoning the sauce made from a secret
recipe.

It consisted of more than ten ingredients and needed to be boiled over low heat
for more than an hour.

Only by adding a myriad of herbs and spices could she perfect the fragrance and
taste of the sauce.
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For some reason, the sight of Arielle preparing the sauce with her fair hands
made the woman salivate.Staring at the ravioli inside the pot, she gulped
discreetly.

When the three minutes were almost up, Arielle added two bowls of cold water
into the pot.

One by one, the ravioli floated to the surface of the water. It reminded the
woman of toddlers swimming in a pool, making up an adorable image in her mind.

Suddenly, she could feel the appetite she had lost due to the sweltering heat
return.

After adding the third bowl of water, the ravioli was finally scooped out of the
pot.

The five pieces of ravioli fit perfectly in the plastic bowl.

Once the sauce was added, Arielle drizzled the ravioli with some olive oil, causing
a tantalizing aroma to waft into the air.

As a result, even the woman’s boyfriend gulped.

“There you go.” Arielle served them the bowl. Grinning, she offered, “There are
some chairs over there where you can sit down and enjoy the ravioli.”

“It’s fine. We can stand while we eat.” The woman smiled awkwardly in return.

Just in case the ravioli turned out to look better than it tasted, she would feel
bad for taking up space when she was not going to dine at the restaurant.

Arielle nodded in acknowledgment. Aware of the woman’s concerns, she did not
insist.

After walking to the side, the woman scooped up a piece of ravioli with the
spoon.

The moment she took a bite, she felt a smorgasbord of flavors bursting in her
mouth.

Her eyes lit up in delight, as that was the most delicious thing she had ever tasted
in her life.



Instead of stopping to tell her boyfriend how delectable the ravioli was, she
began wolfing them down despite the fact that they were scalding hot.

In the blink of an eye, she had eaten all five pieces of ravioli. Nonetheless, she
felt it was not enough to satisfy her appetite.

Finally, her boyfriend could not resist asking, “How does it taste?”

In truth, it was a redundant question, as the woman’s expression said it all—she
was on the brink of bursting into tears of joy.

Too embarrassed to ask for another free sample, she glanced at the pot and
suggested, “Let’s go in and have our lunch. The food here should taste good.”

If they could turn the common ravioli into something so delicious, I have high
hopes for the other dishes!

As the man was curious to find out how the food actually tasted, he nodded in
agreement. Walking hand in hand, they approached Arielle and asked, “Are there
any tables available? We would like to eat inside.”

“Sure, we still have tables available,” Arielle replied.

Then, she instructed Rayson, “Bring them to their table.”

“All right!” Rayson ushered them into the restaurant.

Truth be told, he was confused about what had just transpired.

Judging from the earlier situation, he knew the couple only intended to sample
the free ravioli and had not meant to dine inside the restaurant. Evidently, they
were not their target customers.

I wouldn’t even have invited them to try the ravioli if it were me. So, how did
both of them end up deciding to dine in the restaurant? Is the ravioli really that
irresistible?

Meanwhile, the foot traffic along the street began to grow.

Therefore, many passersby were attracted by the free samples.

The praises kept coming as each of them tried out the ravioli.

“I want to dine here!”

“Mom, I want more ravioli!”

“Shall we go in and try?”



More and more people decided to eat in the restaurant after trying out the
ravioli.

Soon, the tables in the restaurant were fully occupied. Many people were also
sitting on the chairs in the waiting area with eager expressions.
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For the customers whose dishes were served, they would call their friends right
after tasting them.“Hello? Have you had lunch yet? Come over to this new
restaurant called Maureen’s Kitchen at Sunflower Street. The food here is
so delicious that it will blow your socks off!”

With a larger group, they could try more dishes without needing to worry about
wasting any food.

Before anyone knew it, word of the restaurant spread like wildfire. The chairs in
the waiting area could not accommodate everyone, causing the line to spill into
the street.

Those waiting outside need not have to wait on an empty stomach, as all of them
were given free samples of ravioli.

Despite the small portion of the samples, it was sufficient to keep the hunger
pangs away. More importantly, it also served to increase the customers’
anticipation of the restaurant’s food.

With the kitchen firing on all cylinders, even Glenn’s apprentice in charge of
cooking ravioli outside was called back in to help.

The moment he entered, Glenn asked him, “How many tables are waiting for
their food? Why isn’t the number of order slips decreasing?”

His apprentice tittered and replied, “Chef Quigley, I’m afraid we’ll be busy for the
rest of the day. The line has already stretched into the street. My guess is that
our ingredients wouldn’t be enough, even though we have ten times more than
usual.”

Since the business was going well, Glenn was in a cheerful mood and did not feel
tired at all.

But it’s a stretch to say the ingredients won’t be enough.



“I highly doubt so. The number of customers would naturally reduce after lunch
hour. Moreover, there would definitely be people dropping out of the line from
waiting too long. Hence, the ingredients should be enough.”

Nevertheless, his initial expectation of having to waste half the ingredients was
no longer coming to pass.

The orders stuck on the wall alone would consume sixty to seventy percent of
the ingredients.

Alas, Glenn’s estimation was wrong again.

Cars after cars began to fill the parking lot across from the restaurant. When it
was fully occupied, the crowd began parking at the roadside, willing to bear the
risk of getting a ticket.

They were largely netizens who came to try Arielle’s restaurant out of curiosity.

Naturally, some of them were Arielle’s fans.

“My goddess!”

The moment the fans alighted from their cars, they saw Arielle cooking ravioli.

Coincidentally, she had just finished cooking a pot of them. The sight of the
ravioli floating at the top was so adorable that no one could bring themselves to
eat them.

“I’m a fan of yours, my goddess! I came over after seeing your post on Twitter!”

Many of the fans jostled against each other, eager to greet Arielle.

In the blink of an eye, a crowd had formed in front of the pot.

Even though Arielle knew that she would be able to attract some of her fans, she
never expected to see so many of them. In fact, the crowd was still growing.

Fortunately, she had prepared enough ravioli for everyone.

“Thank you for coming here. I’m sure all of you are hungry after traveling all this
way. Here, have some ravioli.”

Even when she spoke, she did not cease her hand movements.

The moment she drizzled the sauce over the ravioli, a heavenly aroma filled the
air, which intensified the hunger of the already famished fans.



Given the huge crowd, a single pot of ravioli was insufficient. Hence, many fans
who received the ravioli thoughtfully and reluctantly shared them with those
who did not.

“Mmm… It’s delicious! I feel like having more!”

“My goodness, this is a magical ravioli! Did you make this yourself, my goddess?”

Nodding, Arielle replied, “It’s a recipe I formulated when I went back to Maxwell
University. Although I made a few of them, the majority was prepared by our
chef.”

“Wow, you’re so amazing!”

“Boohoo, I didn’t manage to eat them. My goddess, do you still have any left?”

“Please calm down; there’s more than enough to go around. It will take three
minutes for the next batch to be ready. For the time being, you can get a number
and come back to collect them later.”
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At that moment, a netizen who was live-streaming arrived at the restaurant.“Hi,
everyone. I’m here at the entrance of Maureen’s Kitchen. There are a lot of
people here, but I think they’re mostly Arielle’s fans. Hence, I’m not sure
how many of them are true customers. So, what do all of you think? Should
I interview the customers first or join the line to order?”

The comments section was instantly filled with the word “interview.”

As the camera lens panned across the long line outside the restaurant, everyone
could not wait to learn how good the food was. Therefore, none of them had the
patience to wait for the streamer to line up.

After reading the comments, the streamer nodded. “In that case, let’s interview
the customers. To get an honest opinion of the food, I’ll avoid the fans outside
and head inside to talk to those who are having their meals instead.”

Just when the streamer was about to step in, a fresh batch of ravioli was served.

Since he had rushed over without having lunch, the sudden whiff of tantalizing
aroma caused him to stop abruptly in his tracks.



As if entranced, he put the interview session behind him and trotted to the booth
where the free samples of ravioli were given out.

Before the booth, a crowd had already formed. It was mostly made up of the fans
who were still waiting for their portion of free ravioli.

“The ravioli is delicious! Luckily, I managed to get one piece from someone else
just now. Ah… I just can’t wait any longer! I have to eat the ravioli before joining
the line.”

“You’re really lucky! Unfortunately, I didn’t manage to get any. Nevertheless, I
can tell that they are divine just by smelling them alone!”

Only when the streamer heard those words did he suddenly regain his senses.

What am I doing? Why was I mesmerized by a mere pot of ravioli when it can be
found in any restaurant? In fact, I can easily get frozen ravioli from the
supermarket. There can’t be anything special about it! I must’ve been too
hungry…

Shaking his head, he prepared to leave the crowd.

Coincidentally, a large group of Arielle’s haters arrived at the scene.

“And here I was, thinking that idiots only existed on the internet. I didn’t expect
to find so many idiotic fans here in real life! It’s just a bowl of ravioli. Why do they
need to brag about its taste?”

“Exactly. Those not in the know would have thought it was some fine dining
cuisine. In the end, isn’t it just ravioli?”

“Others parade her looks on the internet while they boast about ravioli in real
life. Hahaha, I thought only kids would behave in such a foolish manner. I didn’t
expect to see people from all walks of life. Even those in their thirties and forties
are here. What has the world come to?”

“I wonder if their parents would feel ashamed to know that they have such idiots
for children. What are these people thinking? Have they been blinded by their
devotion to their idols?”

The haters began to bombard the fans with mocking remarks to the extent of
disparaging the latter.

Naturally, the fans were not going to take the insults lying down.

“What’s the meaning of this? Why are you hurling insults the moment you arrive?
Is this how your parents raised you?”

“If you don’t like our goddess, why are you even here? Are you trying to make a
nuisance of yourself? Do you not have anything better to do?”



“I have finally seen keyboard warriors in real life. Can you stop being bigoted?”

“What’s wrong with the ravioli? I dare say my goddess’ ravioli is the best I’ve ever
tasted in my life!”

One of the haters sneered. “Are you here for the ravioli or to get into her pants?”

The words further increased the tension in an already incendiary situation.

Unlike online arguments, real-life altercations had the potential to escalate into
actual brawls quickly.
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